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Have a Great Summer!!!
Track & Field

ROSTER
Presley Miles
Sumner Brown
Alexander McHorne
Will Wales
Cole Armagost
Jonathan Harris
Ariana Turberville

This 4/400 relay team won medals

Ariana Turberville won a medal in Varsity hurdles

Photos by Ariana Turberville
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BOYS SOCCER

RECORD 5-8-2

COACH: CODI CRIPPIN

ASSISTANT COACH: STEPHEN INGRAM

SENIORS: IAN & ERIC TSEKOURAS, JT PEIFER, JASON ZHANG

MIDDLE SCHOOL ROSTER: SPENCER MADORE, GREYSON CRUSE, HOLT HARRISON

ELIMINATED IN FIRST ROUND OF PLAYOFFS BY EUFALA

Schedule

FEB 20 Marbury 6, Saint James
FEB 24 @ LAMP 3, Saint James
FEB 28 Trinity 5, Saint James 4
MAR 5 Montgomery Academy 8, Saint James
MAR 10 (draw) LAMP 2, Saint James 2
MAR 14 Saint James 2 Charles
MAR 28 (draw) Saint James 2, @ Marbury
MAR 28 Catholic 3, Saint James
MAR 31 SAINT JAMES 2, Brew Tech
APR 4 @ Catholic 7, Saint James
APR 11 SAINT JAMES 2, Charles
APR 13 Catholic 3, Saint James
APR 18 SAINT JAMES 1, @ Brewhaker Tech
APR 20 Alabama Christian 2, Saint
APR 25 SAINT JAMES 4, Robert E. Lee
APR 25 2017 4A-5A STATE SOCCER TOURNAMENT
APR 28 @ Eufaula 2, Saint James 1

2017 4A-5A STATE SOCCER TOURNAMENT

Holt Harrison

Greyson Cruse

Spencer Madore
JV and Varsity
~Hannah Dailey
~Emily Olsey
~Macie Wilson
~Ellie Streeton
~Makenzie Corley
~Bellah Bright
~Savannah Christian
~Morgan Parish
~Hannah Grace Griggs
~Maddie Materna
~Sydney Sullivan
~Maddox Trumbly
~Cameron Greene

Morgan Parish ~ Catcher
Makenzie Corley ~ Center Field
Savannah Christian ~ Pitcher
Sydney Sullivan ~ Right Field
Maddy Materna ~ Left Field
Hannah Grace Griggs ~ Second Base

7th Graders
Maddox Trumbly ~ Outfield
Cameron Greene ~ First Base
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On May 5, 2017, the 28th Annual FLIMP Festival was held at The Montgomery Museum Of Fine Arts. The STJ middle school students participated in the annual chalk art competition in the parking lot of the museum.

Greyson Cruse, Logann Dean, Miles Hinton and Daniel Kang
THE SAINT JAMES MIDDLE SCHOOL STARTED A ROBOTICS TEAM IN THE FALL. OUR TEAM CONSISTS OF 13 MEMBERS IN GRADES 6 - 8. THE ROBOTICS TEAM IS A PART OF THE FIRST LEGO LEAGUE ORGANIZATION. THEY USE LEGO PIECES AND PARTS TO CONSTRUCT ROBOTS AND MODELS. THE ROBOTS HAVE TO COMPLETE MISSIONS USING THESE MODELS WITHIN A CERTAIN TIME FRAME. THE ROBOTS ARE AUTONOMOUS - MEANING THEY ARE PROGRAMMED THROUGH AN IPAD AND THEN MOVE INDEPENDENTLY. THE TEAM ALSO HAS TO COMPLY WITH THE LEGO LEAGUE’S CORE VALUES AND CREATE A PROJECT TO PRESENT AT THEIR COMPETITION.
Trojan Day is a day where the entire Saint James School comes together and enjoys fun filled activities with one another. On this day we have two teams which are Blue and Gold that compete against each other to see who will win. That day is where we make new and lasting memories. This year the score was very close, but the Blue team won. So they have the honor of having their flag fly over the football field until next Trojan Day. There were many fun activities including, Tug of War, Relays, and many more!!!!!
END OF THE YEAR QUESTIONNAIRE

8th Grade

KEVIN TAYLOR
1) BELLAH AND MEG
2) PLAY A LOT OF BASEBALL FOR THE TRITON RAYS AND HANG OUT WITH TRIPLE GUISE
3) HISTORY

MADDY MATerna
1) EATING FOOD
2) GO TO THE BEACH
3) HISTORY

7th Grade

ANNA COLSON
1) HOMECOMING
2) CHEER CAMP AND BEING INVOLVED IN AN ASF PLAY
3) GEOGRAPHY

JAY WARD
1) TROJAN DAY
2) GOING TO THE LAKE AND PLAYING BASEBALL AND HANGING OUT WITH FRIENDS
3) SCIENCE

6th Grade

PRESTON PHILLIPS:
1) TROJAN DAY
2) GO SWIMMING AND GO TO THE BEACH
3) MATH

MICHAELA GAINS
1) FIELD DAY
2) GO SWIM ALL DAY
3) SCIENCE
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Have you enjoyed competing on the Forensics Team?

Barrett: Heck yeah man
Sidnee: Yes, I love it. I think everyone should do it.

Are you going to do this again next year?

Barrett: Yes
Sidnee: Yes

Have you won any awards or medals this year?

Barrett: Yes
Sidnee: Yes

What did you do to win the award?

Barrett: We won state for MS Duo Interpretation
Sidnee: We won state for MS Duo Interpretation

Where have you competed this year?

Barrett: Chelsea High School
Sidnee: Chelsea High School
International Students

Cameron DesJardins
How is STJ different from your other school?
~ “The hours are different, we have four academic classes, we have lockers, and gym everyday.”

Where did you used to live?
~ “Australia.”

Marcus Kveli
How is STJ different from the school you used to attend?
~ “There weren’t any uniforms, not a lot of snow here, and gym everyday.”

Where did you used to live?
~ “Norway.”

Josh Harvey
How is STJ different from your other school?
~ “Their uniforms are different.”

Where did you live before here?
~ “England.”

Talia Zakira
How is STJ different from your other school?
~ “About the same.”

Where did you live before here?
~ “Israel.”
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Tennis Team
Middle School:
Izabella Hernandez
Kira Butterbaugh
Bailey Anderson

Izabella- singles (4-0), doubles (3-1)

Kira- Singles (1-3), Doubles (2-3)

Bailey- Singles (1-3), Doubles (2-3)
Awards Day is when the Middle School teachers, head of school and principal present students with awards that they have gotten from this school year.
Brayden Ashmore
Will Wales
Morgan Parish
Zoe Tatum

Hannah Richardson
Chanhui Yi
Ryan Jeong
Jarrett Simpson

Adam Trolinger
Christion Hairabedian
Bandgi Patel
Grace Lim